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DEBRIEFING QUESTIONS


	Untitled

	Activity Title: Can we start yet?
	Subject  Content Area: Preoperative patient assessment, safe patient transfers, venous thromboembolism prophylaxis, safe application of alcohol-based skin antiseptic, Universal Protocol
	Setup PreBriefing Activity DebriefingRecommended Group Size: 5-7 nurses per team
	Setup PreBriefing Activity DebriefingSpace Considerations: Can be performed in an OR suite or classroom
	Setup PreBriefing Activity DebriefingLearning Objectives: In this activity, learners will apply knowledge to      • Identify a patient according to hospital policy     • Collect information during a preoperative assessment     • Perform steps of a safe patient transfer     • Perform steps of the universal protocol
	Setup PreBriefing Activity DebriefingLearning Outcomes  Activity Evaluation: After this activity, learners will pass a 15-question exam with at least a score of 85%
	Setup PreBriefing Activity DebriefingCase Study  Initial Scenario: Your goal is to safely start this surgery as fast as possible. When you finish reading the first clue aloud, your time will start. Clues are hidden around the room. You must find the clues, figure out the codes to unlock each bag, and retrieve all puzzle pieces from the colored bags. Each clue will provide a 4-digit number to unlock the locked bags. When you enter the numbers in the locks, enter them top to bottom in the viewing window (demonstrate viewing window).If you get stumped, you can ask for a clue, but it will add one minute to your total time. Once all bags are open, you must complete the final puzzle to stop the timer.
	Role of the Moderator_2: The moderator will read the opening script and start the timer when the team starts. If asked, the moderator will provide clues to move the team forward with the puzzles. During stage 3, the moderator will hand the team the picture clues when they correctly answer each clue question.
	Required Supplies  Equipment per set: • Puzzles – 1 small & 1 large• Color-coded locks – 5• Color-coded banker’s bags – 5• Black light pen + 1 black light• Policy binder (specific to this activity for reference) • Bed/stretcher – • Laminated puzzle sheets – 1 set
	Policies Procedures or Guidelines Referenced in the Simulation: Policy: Patient IdentificationPolicy: Universal ProtocolProcedure: Patient AssessmentProcedure: Patient TransfersGuideline: VTE ProphylaxisAORN Guidelines: Patient skin antisepsis, safe patient handling and movement, team communication, venous thromboembolism
	Room Setup Directions: • Spread puzzle pieces (in the white envelope) for the initial puzzle    around the room (in plain sight)• Spread the locked banker’s bags around the room• Place the “Patient’s Chart” (Consent + H&P) on the stretcher with the   face & belly cards, patient gown over the belly card. Place the ID   band on the stretcher with the cards (on top of the gown)• Place the clipper, clipper blade, prep solution, prep towels, and tape   around the room (in plain sight) with the corresponding clue cards   taped to the item• “Hang” the saline card on the IV pole and place the beta blocker card   on the gas scavenger machine• Tape the cards for stage 5 to a wall or the door in the room (stop sign,   fire extinguisher) and place the consent on the WOW• Hold onto the starting narrative card• Hold onto the stage 3 cards (safe patient transfer – you will give the   team a card each time they correctly identify the step from the clues)
	PUZZLE DIRECTIONS: When the team comes into the room and they are ready to start the escape room, read this script:  Your goal is to safely start this surgery as fast as possible. When you finish reading the first clue aloud, your time will start. Clues are hidden around the room. You must find the clues, figure out the codes to unlock each bag and retrieve all puzzle pieces from the colored bags.  Each clue will provide a 4-digit number to unlock the locked bags. When you enter the numbers in the locks, enter them top to bottom in the viewing window (demonstrate viewing window). If you get stumped, you can ask for a clue, but it will add one minute to your total time. Once all bags are open, you must complete the final puzzle to stop the timer.   Hand the team the starting narrative card and ask them to read it out loud: Your patient is a puzzle, and he is falling to pieces. His hernia is incarcerated and needs fixed as soon as possible. You and your team must solve the puzzles in order to start the case. Your first puzzle is in pieces. Find them, complete the puzzle to figure out your next step. You will have 20 minutes to get the case started. Your time starts…. Now! 
	Clue or Puzzle C a  V: Small puzzle pieces scattered around the surgical suite.The puzzle spells out the patient’s name and date of birth
	Directions to Complete the Puzzle C a  V: Once collected, the team will put the puzzle together. The puzzle has the code to unlock the next set of clues. The code is underlined (year in the DOB).The team will need to figure out which lock this code is for.
	Clue or PuzzleN C a  V: Mr. Harold Estomago is getting anxious regarding his upcoming procedure. Keep him calm with your proficient pre-op interview. Make sure not to miss any of the necessary components.Consent and H&P are in the “Patient’s Chart.”Arm band is on the stretcher next to the patient pictures.
	Moderator Notes I Code to Unlock Next Step C a  V: 1. Hand the team the starting     card and ask them to read it     out loud.2. Start a timer when they     read, “your time starts now.”3. This code opens the blue     lock (1954).Inside the bag is the next clue, cryptogram + puzzle pieces for the final puzzle.
	Directions to Complete the PuzzleN C a  V: Items staff need to find in the patient’s chart (check procedure on the consent, review the H&P, and check for allergies), check patient’s armband to confirm identity.Each document has a large bold letter that will be used to get the lock code with the cryptogram key (each letter has a superscript number that identifies the code order).The team will need to figure out which lock this code is for.
	Moderator Notes I Code to Unlock Next StepN C a  V: 1. ID band is on patient’s arm.2. The team must locate     information on the consent,     H&P, allergies, and ID     band.3. If they cannot find the clues     or do not realize how to put     them in order and ask for     help, add 1 minute to the     total time for each clue     provided.4. This code opens the silver     locks (1482).Inside the bag are all the clues for the next section, a black light + puzzle pieces for the final puzzle.
	1: What went well?
	2: What could have gone better?
	3: What are the steps that must be reviewed to check a patient in for surgery according to the Universal Protocol policy?
	4: How long are consents good for?
	5: How long is the H&P good for?
	6: How do you protect yourself during patient transfers?
	7: Why are SCDs turned on before anesthesia is administered?
	8: Review Chloraprep IFUs – what are the application times, application directions, and dry times?
	9: What do you do if the surgeon is gowning and gloving during the time out?
	10: What is the source document used to state the surgical procedure during the time out?
	11: Who may mark the patient?
	12: What are the characteristics of the site marking?
	13: What are 3 ways to mitigate risk of ignition sources?
	14: What are 2 ways to mitigate risk of fuel sources?
	15: 
	undefined_4: The elements of a safe time out include these 5 things! What in this room do you see is the FIRST thing EVERYONE should do before a time out is performed? Stop what they are doing and pay attention. 
	the Puzzle: Your patient was successfully checked out of the preoperative area and has just arrived in the OR suite. What are your next steps?
	the Puzzle2: Items staff need to identify based on clues in the bag are: OR table gets locked, stretcher gets locked, safety strap applied, SCDs applied and turned on.As the team answers the clue and identifies each step, hand them the corresponding card.The team will need to locate the numbers on each clue using the black light (code numbers are in order according to clue #).The team will need to figure out which lock this code is for.
	the Puzzle3: 1. Give the team the clue cards     as each step is identified.2. If they cannot figure out they     need to use the black light,     they can ask for a clue –     each clue provided adds 1     minute to the total time.3. This code opens the black     lock (1820).Inside the bag is a starting clue for the next round + puzzle pieces for the final puzzle.
	undefined_5: On the back of the stop sign: Clue 2: Where do you look to see what the patient procedure is? CONSENT. Clue is within consent. Clue 3: Decipher the code to find out what you need to check next! “SITE MARKED” is the code. Clue on the patient’s abdomen w/SITE MARKED: Clue 4: To prevent infection, what do you make sure the patient has administered before surgery starts (turn the site marking card over)? ANTIBIOTIC: Clue on ANTIBIOTIC BAG: Clue 5: What other medication should be given to the patient if cardiac support is required (turn the ABX bag over)? BETA BLOCKER: Clue on BETA BLOCKER VIAL. What is the last thing discussed to make sure the patient is safe (turn the medication card over)? FIRE SCORE. 
	undefined_6: 1. The stop sign will be taped     to the OR door.2. Consent will be on the wow3. The patient’s abdomen is     marked and on the OR table     with the patient’s face.4. Hang the Ancef from the IV     pole.5. Have beta blocker vial on     anesthesia gas scavenger     or pyxis machine for the     next clue.6. The fire score page has     small fire page with the code     on back to open the last box     “2021”and get the last     puzzle pieces – Tape this to     fire extinguisher.Code opens the red lock (2021).
	Final Instructions: Congratulations – you have completed all the steps to prepare this patient for surgery. To stop the timer, put the puzzle together to reveal AORN’s slogan for National Time Out Day. The moderator will stop the time when the final puzzle is complete. 
	Setup Time: 15min
	PreBriefing Time: 5min
	Activity Time: 20min
	Debriefing Time: 10min
	Open: Off
	Linear: Yes
	Virtual: Off
	Nurse: Yes
	Technologist: Off
	Other: Off
	Novice: Yes
	Support Staff: Off
	Experienced: Off
	Combination: Off


